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The idea that the sounds of early people involved in physical efforts could be the source of

language is called the ………………   .

bow-wow theory yo-he-ho theory      

physical adaptation source divine source

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which property of language enables people to talk about "the future"?

displacement arbitrariness productivity duality

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When symbols are used to represent words in a language, they are described as examples of

word-writing, or ……………  .

pictograms ideograms logograms syllabic writing

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is correct?

Pictograms are more abstract than ideograms.

Ideograms are more abstract than pictograms.

Pictograms are as abstract as ideograms.

Ideograms are more picture-like than pictograms.

4-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following words contains a mid, round vowel?

   

beat food card  torn

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which syllable has zero coda? 

next screen key ask 

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the two words contain liquids?

led, red set, met yet, wet jet, get

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words ends in a voiceless dental fricative?

bus bat bath breathe

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What are the word formation processes involved in producing words "sculpt and swindle"?

backformation conversion blending coinage 

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The words "impossible" in English and "shambe" in Farsi illustrate ………………… .

elision phonotactics assimilation insertion

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The forms in human language demonstrate a property called ……………………… due to which they

often do not fit the entities they denote.

naturalness productivity arbitrariness fixed reference

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which of the following is a minimal set?

ban, fan, fat                    vote, goat, boat

 bell, meal, heel pat, pan, pen

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the word formation process involved in producing the word "zipper” in English?

borrowing blending clipping coinage 

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the word formation process involved in producing the word "motel” in English? 

backformation blending clipping coinage 

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is NOT a compound word?

Fingerprint popcorn misrepresent fast-food

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What word formation process involved in producing the underlined word?

                            “They still party every Saturday night.”

conversion blending clipping coinage

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the basic lexical relation between "furniture"  and  "table" ?

synonymy metonymy collocation hyponymy

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The underlined word is best described as an example of  ..............?

                                                  " The bookstore has some new  titles  in linguistics."

polysemy  metonymy hyponymy homophony

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What kind of pragmatic aspect is the speaker appealing to when he syas the following sentence?

                            "If you are free, there is going to be a party on Saturday."

positive face face threatening act

negative face direct speech act

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How many deictic expressions are used in the following sentence?

                                          I am busy now doing the task the teacher has assigned, so you can't stay

here in the room.

3 4 5 6

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What are the semantic roles of the underlined words in the following sentence respectively?          

            

                              "The boy cut himself."

agent — theme experiencer — recipient

agent — instrument source  — experience

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which of the following sentences is NOT generated by the following rules?

                 S→NP VP                NP→ (Art) (Adj) N                  VP→ V(NP)

The small boy saw George with a dog. The man opened the door.       

A small dog followed Mary. A boy helped the dog.

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How many functional morphemes are there in the following sentence?

                   “The old Japanese man had an orange umbrella and a large black plastic bag full of

poetry books.”

4 5 6 7

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A minimal abstract unit of meaning or grammatical function is called a ………………. .

word lexeme suffix morpheme

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What are the inflectional morphemes of the following sentence?

                    “Jim’s two sisters really liked their father.”  

-’s, -s, -ed two, really, their -’s, -s, two really, their, -ed

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Considering the lexical relation between  pack / unpack, they are ……………?

synonyms gradable antonyms

non-gradable antonyms reversives

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the lexical relation between salt and pepper?

synonymy   metonymy collocation hyponymy

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If someone tells you  “Your brother is waiting outside”, there is an obvious……………….that you

have a brother.

anaphora reference inference presupposition

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The sentence “Can you pass me the salt.” is an example of ………………..   .

direct speech act indirect speech act

positive face reference

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is NOT a minimal pair?

site-side fate-fought bet-bad dig-wig 

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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